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Abstract
Moisture content measurements are performed on scrapped Outlet Guide Vanes that have operated in different
climates. These measurements are made by three Karl Fischer titration methods. The results are separated into two
parts. On one side, a comparison of these different techniques highlights their advantages and disadvantages. The
methods for studying the samples and the duration of the tests differ. The standard method is not sufficient to extract all
the water from the samples. The chemical extraction and grinding methods provide higher water content. On the other
side, a mapping of the water content through three scrapped OGV blades is performed with the Karl Fischer titration.
Differences are observed according to the service area climate. Concentration gradients are also visible within the part,
with more water at the leading edges and less water in the foam. Parts that have flown in hot and humid regions have
the lowest water contents by standard Karl Fischer titration. These measurements are compared with the analysis of
the damage they have been subjected to. They allow to highlight the composite material degradation, manifested by
resin erosion, which is more significant for parts that have operated in wet and humid areas. This erosion involves a
lower resin percentage and could explain the lower water contents measured.

Keywords
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Introduction

For more than fifty years, fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP)
composite materials have proven their importance in
aeronautics because their excellent properties allow a
considerable gain in the mass of structures. The current
ecological revolution is imposing on the aeronautics industry
to reconsider its fundamental concepts to reduce the
environmental footprint of air transport drastically. Aircraft
manufacturers have therefore started to reduce the non-
useful on-board weight to impact aircraft fuel consumption
positively and thus reduce the environmental damage
associated with fossil fuel consumption. This objective
involves replacing more metal parts with organic matrix
composite materials. While they were mainly used on
secondary parts, they are now used on primary structural
parts not exposed to high temperatures, such as the
aircraft floor panels, spoilers, wings, engine fans, engine
nacelles, outlet guide vanes, etc. The fuselages of the
Boeing 787 and Airbus A350, or the nacelle of the Airbus
A380, made of FRP composite materials, are examples of
these technological advances. These developments towards
composites can also be seen in aircraft engines, with acoustic
panels and outlet guide vanes of the CFM 56 engine, fan
cases and fan blades of the CFM LEAP or GE90 engines,
etc (1).

During their service life, the polymers and composite
materials used in aircraft engine parts are subjected to

a complex ”natural” ageing, which has various causes.
”Normal” ageing is related to the functioning of the
aircraft, such as the action of thermal peaks and continuous
high-speed air flows, and to the effect of environmental
stresses, such as humidity and temperature. ”Occasional”
ageing can also occur, such as storms, lightning strikes, air
pollution and maintenance fluids (cleaning fluid, de-icing
fluid). Finally, ”exceptional” or ”abnormal” events, such
as the leakage of aeronautical fluids (engine oil, hydraulic
fluid, fuel). Alterations to composite material aircraft engine
parts have been little studied in the literature. Nevertheless,
the evolution of some composite aircraft and helicopter
fuselage parts (horizontal or vertical stabilisers, ailerons,
spoilers, fairings, elevators etc.) has already been examined.
These materials are highly sensitive to climatic conditions
which cause the degradation of macromolecular chains and
interfaces under the action of temperature, humidity, solar
radiation, rain, hail and snow, clouds, lightning strikes,
sandstorms, dust and pollution, high speed air flows,
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aeronautical fluids, etc. These alterations are simultaneous
and difficult to delimit. In addition, the parts are generally
made of several materials and covered with coatings or
paints, which contributes to the complexity of the studies.
These elements all have different sensitivities to the ravages
of time (2; 3; 4).

Furthermore, natural ageing is a very slow mechanism,
and its effects may not be noticeable for several decades.
Dexter and Baker, and Tian and Hodgkin found that after
ten and twenty years of service, respectively, the aircraft and
helicopter composite material fuselage parts studied showed
only slight changes in their properties (5; 6). Although the
take-off and flight conditions appear to be the same for all
aircraft engine parts, there are notable differences depending
on the service area. For example, it was found that aircraft
that had flown in hot and humid areas (Gulf of Mexico,
Brazil, Malaysia) showed a slight decrease in fracture
toughness and slightly higher water absorption. Moisture
trapped in the parts, coupled with thermal peaks experienced
during take-off, intensified for supersonic flights, is the cause
of the formation and propagation of micro-cracks. Water
present in the matrix, at the fibre/matrix interface, in the
sandwich cores or in cracks suddenly becomes trapped and
damages the material by vaporising under the heat (7; 8). In
hovering flight, the bound water that did not evaporate during
take-off freezes in the composite micro-cracks. However, the
water only turns to ice if the microcracks are large enough
to allow this, in which case it becomes a glassy liquid. In
this situation, there is no volume expansion and no crack
propagation (9).

Nevertheless, it is essential to specify that these fuselage
parts do not experience as many alterations as engine parts,
as in the paper case. Indeed, any part from the engine fan is
subject to thermal peaks during its service life, linked to the
engine operation during take-off (about 120 ◦C), followed
by exposure to the cold during hovering at an altitude of
about 10 km (about -70 ◦C). These strong variations have an
impact on its chemical and physical properties. Because of
their function, outlet guide vanes (OGV) have to straighten
the fan and are subject to stresses from laminar and turbulent
flows of hot air at high pressure and the particles (dust, sand)
and water droplets they carry away (10; 11; 12). Parts can
also be exposed to various aeronautical fluids in the engine
during normal use or by accident. Jet fuel, hydraulic fluids
and de-icing fluids cause irreversible chemical modifications
to metal parts (13; 14) or FRP composite parts (15; 16; 17).
Pollutants in industrial areas, sulphur dioxide, oxides of
nitrogen and carbon, and ozone, also have an accelerating
effect on the degradation of composite materials (18). Funke
and Haagen observe that SO2 can penetrate polymer coatings
and attack the part (19). Jakubowicz and Möller report
that the H2SO4 formed with oxidised SO2 and water can
react with the CaCO3 fillers of the polymers to form
CaCO4 (20). Pollutants can therefore modify the chemical
composition of FRP composite materials. The natural ageing
experienced here is, therefore a combination of different
types of ageing: hygrothermal, thermo-oxidative, chemical,
etc. These couplings act on each other and can accelerate the
activation of chemical reactions between water, oxygen and
materials. The diffusion processes are then more important.
On the other hand, the couplings and their analysis require

extensive experimentation. Indeed, the number of parameters
and phenomena – which act on each other – is all the more
important as the number of couplings increases (21; 22; 23).

Since the major differences observed are related to
climatic conditions, the study focuses on the action of
moisture and heat on composite material parts from aircraft
engines. The consequences of moisture absorption are
well known: absorption of solvents, migration of additives,
plasticisation, hydrolysis, oxidation, differential swelling,
depolymerisation, embrittlement, cracking, etc (24; 25; 26;
27; 28; 29). These degradations can lead to drops in glass
transition temperature Tg and mechanical properties (30; 31;
32; 33). For this reason, the paper focuses on measuring the
moisture percentage contained in scrapped aircraft engine
parts in a global or localised approach to relate them to the
degradation they have experienced.

Moisture absorption or desorption gravimetric measure-
ments are widely used to quantify the moisture percentage
in polymer or FRP composite parts. However, in the case
of irreversible degradation, these gravimetric measurements
can be inaccurate. In some cases, gravimetric curves reveal
these degradations, which are expressed by significant mass
losses (34; 35; 36; 37). In other cases, mass losses are
not visible on the absorption curves but can be observed
by desorption. The mass change M(t) does not return to
its initial value. Mass losses, therefore, occur during the
absorption phase while the mass gain curve continues to
increase slowly. The study of the desorption kinetics is then
important to verify the presence of hidden mass losses or to
highlight a chemical evolution (38; 39; 40; 41; 42; 43; 44).
Numerical damage models allow to predict the mass intake
or loss during the water absorption (45; 46; 47; 48).

However, temperature desorption may not be sufficient
to remove bound water molecules. Zhou and Lucas report
that, depending on the temperatures experienced and the
ageing time, the bond strength of the water molecules
to the macromolecules can increase. They show that a
theoretical temperature of 140 ◦C is required to remove
water molecules and fully desorb their epoxy resins (49).
On the other hand, this prolonged exposure to heat could
cause degradation by ageing and, therefore, additional mass
losses. For polymers with low Tg , the high temperatures
of accelerated hygrothermal ageing or thermal desorption
can cause their degradation, forming and releasing volatile
compounds. The measured uptake or loss in mass then no
longer corresponds to the absorbed water percentage.

Other methods have been developed to measure this
moisture percentage. Some authors have worked on the
use of fibre optic sensors inserted into the sample during
its manufacture to monitor its water uptake in situ (50;
51; 52). Other authors have applied THz spectroscopy for
the detection, localisation and size measurement of water
clusters in a composite material (53). Dynamic Vapour
Sorption has also been studied to measure the water diffusion
coefficient of a sample (39). Some water content monitoring
methods are implemented using the Fourier transform near-
infrared spectroscopy (FT-NIR) by performing regression
and establishing the quantitative absorbance dependence on
water content. This technique allows to measure the free
and bound water fractions in the polymer network. Contrary
to mid-infrared spectroscopy (FT-MIR), the resolution of
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νOH region, related to water molecules, is improved, and
it is possible to separate out the individual components
(54; 55; 56).

Finally, Karl Ficher titration method is widely used
to measure the water content down to ppm on organic
compounds such as hydrocarbons, fertilisers or food (57; 58),
as powder, paste, or solutions. However, it can give results
with more uncertainty when the matrix contains hydrophobic
compounds such as starch (59). Karl Fischer titration has
already been used on polymers, coupled with other tests such
as FTIR spectroscopy or TGA (60; 61; 62).

In the present paper, the damage experienced by OGV
during their service life is studied and compared as a
function of location by FTIR spectroscopy, Tg measurements
by DSC and optical microscopy. In the following, the
determination of the moisture percentage in composite
aircraft engine parts scrapped from service is performed
by Karl Fischer titration. First of all, three Karl Fischer
titration methods are used and compared to measure water
content after optimising its operating parameters according
to the composite OGV properties. Finally, water content
measurements are carried out through the OGV blades to
determine whether concentration gradients are present.

Material and methods

Material
The parts studied in this paper are outlet guide vanes (OGV)
from aircraft engines. These parts consist of two NACA
profile blades of FRP connected to two polymer platforms.
(Figure 1 (a)).

Blade

Trailing edge

Leading edge

Platforms

Upper side

Lower side

A B C D E F

(a)

(b) (c)

Foam5 cm

Figure 1. (a) OGV components, (b) OGV blade surface and
distribution of sample cuts, (c) cross-section.

The OGV blades consist of an epoxy foam core reinforced
with hollow spheres around which unidirectional plies
of carbon/epoxy and carbon/glass/epoxy are draped. The
leading edge is a stainless steel foil bonded with an epoxy
adhesive. The stacking of the plies and the epoxy and fibre
nature are confidential. In the study, only the composite
parts of the blades are studied, i.e. the FRP surface on the
upper and lower sides and the core foam. The foils and
platforms are not investigated. The samples are cut from the

blades according to the dimensions and positions given in
Figure 1 (b). The yellow outlines represent the areas where
the samples used for FTIR analysis, Tg measurements, and
comparison of the water content measurement methods are
cut. They are cut out of the trailing edge so as not to be
impacted by the glue used to bond the aluminium foil to the
leading edge and to avoid having a sample composed solely
of composite material with no foam. The red lines, letters and
numbers represent the different areas where the samples are
cut to model the water content distribution in the blades.

For Karl Fischer titration analyses, the samples are cut
according to their mass: 30 to 50 mg for the foam zones and
95 to 150 mg for the composite material zones.

An unaged OGV is used to compare the damage
experienced by aged OGV. 4 aged OGV are studied. The
measurement methods are compared using an OGV that has
not experienced a flight service life and has been naturally
aged on the ground in a factory in France (OGV 1). The
distribution of the water content in the OGV blade according
to its service life is studied using three scrapped OGV. They
had a flight service life and evolved in different areas and
durations: OGV 2) South East Asia, OGV 3) Middle East,
OGV 4) Europe. For confidentiality reasons, their ageing
time is divided by the ageing time of OGV 1 as a ratio in
Table 1.

Methods
Optical microscopy The surface morphology is analysed
with a Keyence VHX6000 3D optical microscope. The Z-
resolution of the optical microscope is in the order of 200 nm.
A ×1000 objective is used. Using a scan stitching function
allows obtaining a scanned area size larger than the field size
imposed by the objective. Each morphological analysis is
performed three times per sample to ensure repeatability.

DSC DSC analyses are performed to measure the glass
transition temperature Tg of OGV samples. Samples were
run in a TA Instruments DSC Q200 with an underlying
heating rate of 10 ◦C/min with a nitrogen flow. Samples are
encapsulated in aluminium pans. A sample size of between
10 and 20 mg was used. Each DSC thermogram is performed
three times per sample to ensure repeatability.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy is used to obtain information
on the chemical bonds of functional groups on the surface
of OGV samples. The bonds vibrate at a given frequency,
which depends on the atoms and the environment of
the bond. Measurements were performed in absorbance
on the Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One apparatus with the
attenuated total reflectance (ATR) module. The detector type
is a mid-infrared toroidal grating spectrograph (MIR TGS)
with a wavenumber range of 4000-650 cm−1. Crystal is
a Diamond/ZnSe. After a background, eight scans were
performed with a resolution of 1 cm−1. Corrections of
the wavenumber thickness dependence and the baseline
were made. The spectra are normalised to the 1510 cm−1

peak, corresponding to the aromatic C=C band elongation,
unaffected by ageing (63; 64; 65). FTIR analyses were
conducted as trifold determination per sample to ensure
repeatability.
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Table 1. OGV ageing times divided to the ageing time of OGV 1.

Type Unaged OGV 1 OGV 2 OGV 3 OGV 4

Ratio (year/year) - 1 0.55 0.7 1.3

Karl Fischer titration Karl Fischer titrator analysis allows
the water content determination of a sample from a raw,
finished or aged product. It is based on an oxidation reaction
of sulphur dioxide by iodine in a methanol hydroxide
solution according to the Bunsen reaction (Equation 1) (66).

ROH + SO2 +R′N →
[R′NH]SO3R+H2O + I2 + 2R′N →
2[R′NH]I + [R′NH]SO4R

(1)

with ROH primary alcohol, SO2 sulphur dioxide, R′N
pyridine base, [R′NH]SO3R alkyl sulphite intermediate
salt, H2O water, I2 iodine, [R′NH] hydroiodic acid salt and
[R′NH]SO4R alkyl sulphate salt.

Two types of analysis are possible: volumetric or
coulometric. In both cases, titration is carried out by adding
iodine until an excess appears. In volumetric titration, the
titrant volume is taken to determine the present water
volume. For reasons of precision and considering that the
water volumes are less than 1 mg, a coulometric study
was chosen. It uses Faraday’s law and determines the water
quantity from the quantity of alternating current A and the
total charge passed Q during a time t. The direct current does
not allow an accurate analysis because it detects multiple
parasites.

Equation 2 allows the determination of the water quantity
for values between 1 ppm and 5 % of water in total Karl
Fischer solution:

Q = A× t (2)

with 1 mg of water ⇔ 10,72 C.
In order to respect the stoichiometry between water

and iodine (2:1) and to have a correct reaction speed,
it is recommended to have a pH between 5 and 7. The
excess iodine detection can be visual, photometric or
potentiometric. Potentiometric is the method installed on the
apparatus used. It is also required to perform a ”blank” to
determine the water content of the laboratory atmosphere.
The samples used must have a minimum mass of three times
that of the blank.

A Karl Fischer titration is divided into three parts. First
of all, a drift analysis is performed (conditioning) in order
to respect a value of about 12 µg.min−1. The drift is
the quantity of iodine per unit of time that is generated
in the system. The second step is the adjustment of the
experimental parameters. The last step is the actual analysis
of the amount of water present in the material. In order to
have the same atmospheric conditions, the vials are dried at
70 ◦C overnight and placed in a desiccator until use. The
samples are placed in the vials after being weighed. They are
then sealed. During the blank or analysis, the sample is raised
to a fixed temperature defined by a preliminary gradient
study, detailed later in this paper. The analysis time depends
on the amount of water content, and measurements are
taken every 2 seconds. The test ends when the stabilisation

criteria are reached. The test time is set at 300 s for a dry
sample and 1200 s when it has been wet aged to avoid
exceeding the threshold where fluctuations in water content
due to purge gas would be noticeable. The titration solution
used is changed every 19 tests. Variations to this method
are also used in this paper: by chemical extraction and
by grinding. The instrument used in this paper is the Karl
Fischer Coulometer Titrino 831 titrator from Metrohm.

Results

Damage assessment
Optical microscopies performed on the OGV are shown in
the Figure 2. On the upper side, the service-aged surfaces
(OGV 2-3-4) show numerous cracks. Fibres are exposed in
some areas, suggesting matrix degradation. OGV 2, which
flew in South-East Asia, shows the most cracks and material
loss. OGV 3, which flew in the Middle East, particularly have
small impacts of a hundred micrometres. As some of their
aircraft flew in desert areas, it is possible that these impacts
were caused by sandstorms. On the lower side, the damage
is considerably more intense than on the upper side, as the
shape of the fabric is visible. Most of the fibres have been
exposed by the erosion of the resin. Areas of degradation
are also visible on OGV 4. OGV 1 shows few degradations;
only scratches and yellowing are seen. There is no difference
between the upper and lower sides. The lower side, which
was initially identical to the upper side, is therefore much
more damaged due to flight service life. This phenomenon
could be due to abrasion of the surface with solid particles in
the air circulated by the engine, or fluid friction with the air.
Since the blade NACA profile is asymmetric, the air flow is
not homogeneous between the upper and lower surface.

Glass transition temperature Tg measurements made on
OGV FRP surfaces and foams are given in Table 2. When
unaged, the FRP surface has a Tg equal to 179.5 ± 5.1 ◦C. It
drops by about 19 ◦C after ground ageing (OGV 1). For parts
that have experienced a service flight, it decreases by around
23.5 ◦C after ageing in Southeast Asia, by around 6 ◦C after
ageing in Europe, and by around 5.7 ◦C after ageing in the
Middle East. Thus, the Tg of FRP surfaces seems to depend
more on flight location than on flight time. The foam Tg

shows less variation. After ageing on the ground or in flight
service, it varies by ± 5 ◦C around the value of Tg of the
unaged OGV, equal to 135.1 ± 0.4 ◦C. The climatic effects
seem not to have reached the core of the OGV.

The FTIR spectra performed on the FRP surfaces of the
OGV are shown in Figure 3. The band at 3650-3100 cm−1 is
related to O–H bonds. Its increase indicates the presence of
water in the OGV. The part of the band at 3650-3350 cm−1 is
associated with free water, while the part at 3350-3100 cm−1

corresponds to bound water. The whole band expands and
intensifies with ageing, indicating the presence of water
in the OGV (56). The OGV 1 band increases slightly to
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Figure 2. Optical microscopies of unaged and aged (1, 2, 3 and 4) OGV surfaces: (A) upper side, (B) lower side.

Table 2. Glass transition temperature Tg of the FRP surfaces and foams of OGV.

Type Unaged OGV 1 OGV 2 OGV 3 OGV 4

Tg FRP (◦C) 179.5± 5.1 160.5± 3.2 156.0± 10.4 173.8± 0.2 173.5± 0.2
Tg Foam (◦C) 135.1± 0.4 141.5± 3.5 137.8± 3.0 135.8± 3.8 130.4± 0.4

3350-3100 cm−1. It remains unchanged at 3650-3350 cm−1.
On the contrary, an increase of the part between 3650-
3350 cm−1 is visible for OGV 2, 3 and 4 and may correspond
to the presence of free water in the rooms. The increase in
this band portion is particularly sharp for OGV 2, which
could be related to its damage and the presence of erosion
and micro-cracks (55). The peak band at 3150-2985 cm−1

and 2985-2850 cm−1 can be associated with the C–H bonds
of alkanes and the N–H bonds of first and second amines (67;
68; 69). It is reduced after the flight service. This attenuation
may be related to epoxy matrix degradations, following chain
scissions that may be caused by hydrolysis and oxidation.
Some peaks are related to oxidation intensification, such
as the peaks at 1740, 1650 and 1620 cm−1 of C=O bonds
(31; 70). They are particularly strong for OGV 3, which
flew in a warmer and drier climate. They are moderate for
OGV 2 and 4. They are very low for unaged or ground-aged
parts (OGV 1), probably because they were not subjected
to the thermal peaks caused during the aircraft’s take-off. A
series of peaks also appear at 1400 and 870 cm−1 in OGV
2, 3 and 4, which have had a flight service life. As these
peaks appear and are intense, they would not appear to be
associated with matrix degradation. They could be attributed
to contaminants’ presence, such as pollution, dust, fluids, or
chemical evolution. Jakubowicz et al. observed an increase in
a peak series between 1800 and 875 cm−1 on the surface of
their naturally aged PVC. They associate this with various
causes: pollution, chemical modification of the material’s
fillers by pollution, and formation of HCl following the
degradation of the PVC. They observed a partial reduction
in these peaks by cleaning with ethanol the surfaces (20).

FTIR spectra are also performed on the OGV foams. They
are shown in Figure 4. As with the surfaces, the 3650-
3150 cm−1 band, associated with O–H bonds, increases
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra of OGV surfaces (upper side).

when ageing is experienced. It is significant for OGV 1 and
2. For OGV 2, this is explained by the hot and humid climate
in which it evolves. For OGV 1, it could be that ground
ageing, without a thermal peak due to take-off, may preserve
the foam from drying. For OGV 3, this band is almost as
weak as for OGV unaged, suggesting that the moisture has
not penetrated the core foam significantly. The bands at
3125-3025 and 3025-2825 cm−1, related to the C–H and
N–H bonds, decrease following the ageing as previously. The
1730 cm−1 peak, associated with the C=O bond, increases
for OGV 1, 2 and 3 following ageing. It is slightly smaller
for OGV 4 despite its long flight service time. The peak
at 1650 cm−1 has increased for OGV 1 and 2. It could
be associated with the increase in C=O bonds following
oxidation (71; 72), but also to the increase in O–H bonds
following the arrival of water molecules (56). The strongest
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variation in peak intensity is noted for the series of peaks
from 1225 to 850 cm−1. They are most intense for OGV
2 and 3. As with the surface spectra, they could be related
to the presence of contaminants or chemical evolution. This
does not seem to be related to moisture since OGV 3 is also
affected. OGV 4 seems less affected even though it has a long
service life, perhaps because it has evolved in a less hostile
climate.
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Figure 4. FTIR spectra of OGV foams.

Water content by Karl Fischer titration
Optimisation of Karl Fischer titrator parameters The Karl
Fischer coulometric titrator has an autosampler with an
oven to extract water. It is necessary to determine an
analysis temperature above the glass transition temperature
Tg and below the temperature at which the sample starts
to degrade. The Tg of unaged OGV surfaces and foams
are 179.5± 5.1 ◦C and 135.1± 0.4 ◦C, respectively. The
degradation temperatures are 230.8± 0.8 ◦C and 218.8±
0.3 ◦C, respectively (obtained by Mettler TGA Star1).

The drift of unaged OGV surfaces is then analysed over
a temperature range of 50 to 250 ◦C (Figure 5). This
is the iodine amount generated per minute, correlated to
the titrated water content. The drift analysis allows the
identification of three distinct zones. A first break in slope
is observed at 87.1 ◦C. It corresponds to the beginning of
free water evaporation. A second break appears at 163.4 ◦C,
a temperature close to the Tg , and can be associated with
the beginning of the bound water release. It is, therefore,
necessary to choose an extraction temperature lower than
the degradation temperature and higher than 163.4 ◦C to
allow the release of bound water. This is set at 180 ◦C.
Different extraction methods may be used, depending on how
the sample is handled. The implementation of three methods
is detailed in the following.

Water content by standard Karl Fischer titration Standard
Karl Fischer, titration by coulometry, is performed on
samples of OGV 1 following the previous protocol. The
measured water content is 0.25± 0.05 %.

Water content by Karl Fischer titration using chemical
extraction Titration by chemical extraction consists of the
total immersion of the solid sample in a solvent, in this case
ethanol, in the hermetically sealed vial. The solvent will
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Figure 5. A drift of the unaged OGV FRP surface for a gradient
of 50-250 ◦C, 1 ◦C/min.

allow the water in the composite to be extracted. During
the oven passage, the water and ethanol are evaporated,
but only the water reacts with the coulomat. Nevertheless,
the ethanol used may contain a certain amount of water,
which must be deduced from the measured content. For this
purpose, five absolute ethanol analyses were used to validate
a water content of 0.13 %. The following formula is used to
determine the water content of the sample:

Mwater sample =
mwater measured − 0, 0013×methanol

msample

× 100
(3)

with Mwater sample the water content of the sample (in
%), mwater measured the water mass measured in the sample,
methanol the ethanol mass used in the test and msample the
sample total mass before the test.

After titration by chemical extraction, the water mea-
surement is more precise (Figure 6). Indeed, there is no
stabilisation phase. When there is no preliminary extraction
as before, more energy is needed to access the core water.

Figure 7 shows the water content evolution as a function
of ethanol extraction time for OGV 1 FRP surface samples.
After 3 days and 10 hours of immersion in ethanol, a
stabilisation of the water content evolution is observed.
The water that could be extracted by swelling with ethanol
is extracted after 4 days and 15 hours. Beyond that, an
instability of the drift shows that other phenomena disturb
the measurement.

By the ethanol extraction method, we obtain a much closer
water content equal to 0.68± 0.02 %. Chemical extraction
with ethanol appears to be an efficient way to extract and
measure more water from the sample.

Water content by Karl Fischer titration using grinding In
the Karl Fischer titration by grinding, the sample is ground
to a powder before passing through the Karl Fischer titrator.
The average value obtained is 0.56± 0.03 % of water, which
is lower than the results by chemical extraction.

Method comparison Finally, the three titration methods
were used on samples from OGV 1 to compare their
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results. Water contents measured by the different methods
on samples from FRP surface OGV 1 are listed in Table 3.

In the Karl Fischer standard titration, the curve did not
reach a plateau within the test time. The water may not be
completely extracted. A plateau is more clearly visible on the
curve by chemical extraction, although a slight slope is still
observable. In addition, it could also be due to the moisture
present in the air injected during the test. During sample
grinding, heating and an increase in the exchange surface
area may occur, allowing some free water to evaporate
(73; 74).

Distribution of water content across the
scrapped OGV
Mapping In order to represent the water content distribution
across an OGV blade, a NACA 4-digit airfoil is used. 16
sampling points are determined to allow full coverage of a
cross-section: 5 on the upper side, 4 on the lower side, 3
common to the upper and lower sides and 4 in the foam.
A finer mesh size is not envisaged, as the measurement
requires that the samples have the minimum masses indicated
in the ”Material and Methods” section (Figure 8). 6 cross-
sections are then made along the blade, for a total of 96
sampling points per blade. The mapping of the OGV blade
is carried out with the Python language and the Spyder
software. The standard Karl Fischer titration method is

chosen, despite a supposedly imperfect measurement, to
measure concentration gradients in a short test time.

Foam

Span

C
h

o
rd

Leading edgeA B C D E F

Trailing edge

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. NACA airfoil, distribution of the 16 measuring points
on a cross-section of the OGV blade: (a) Cross-section, (b) Top
view.

The first mapping is done on an OGV 2 blade. Figure
9 represents the 6 cross-sections, whereas Figure 10 shows
the longitudinal sections, in the upper side, the foam and the
lower side.

The water saturation is not reached. An inhomogeneous
distribution of the water content is noticeable across the
blade. The foam has accumulated less water (between 0.3
and 0.45 %) than the FRP surfaces (between 0.4 and
0.7 %). There is, therefore, a gradient in water concentration
across the thickness. This difference in water content can be
explained because the foam is not in direct contact with the
outside environment. In addition, foam and FRP probably
do not have the same absorption capacity, as shown by the
significant differences in water content when going from
the upper side to the foam or from the lower side to the
foam. Furthermore, a large disparity in water content is
observed along the chord of the OGV, both in the FRP
(upper of lower side) and in the foam. In contrast, a certain
homogeneity is observed along the span. Areas of high water
concentration on the upper side correspond to areas of high
water concentration in the foam. Diffusion in the thickness
drives the water evolution within the part. Concerning
the lower side, the two areas with higher concentrations
are not associated with the foam. The upper side shows
concentrations up to 1.5 to 2 times higher than the lower side
at the leading edge, protected by the bonded stainless steel
foil. The adhesive may have accelerated the water diffusion.
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Table 3. Water content (in %) of FRP surface OGV 1 samples and testing time according to the method used.

Method Water content (%) Test time Tmax (◦C)

Karl Fischer (standard) 0.25± 0.05 20 minutes 180
Karl Fischer (chemical extraction) 0.68± 0.02 4 days and 18 hours 180
Karl Fischer (grinding) 0.56± 0.03 20 minutes 180
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Figure 9. Water contents in the 6 cross-sections of an OGV 2 blade.
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Figure 10. Water contents along the longitudinal sections of an
OGV 2 blade (upperside, foam and lower side).

The same mappings are achieved for OGV 3 blade
(Figure 11) and OGV 4 blade (Figure 12).

The highest water contents are observed on the FRP
surfaces, mainly the lower side, of the OGV 3. The
water contents within the foam are the lowest. Diffusion
through the material seems less advanced. A high degree
of heterogeneity is observed along the span, with sections
E and F showing significant water content. Abnormal water

diffusion may have occurred through the upper platform
adhesive, which is sensitive to moisture uptake.

OGV 4 has an intermediate water content, with, as with
OGV 3, a more affected lower side. In all three cases, a water
gradient is located at the leading edge, covered with the bond
stainless steel foil. Moisture diffusion seems to take place
around this area.

The water content measurements made on OGV 2, 3 and 4
by Karl Fischer standard titration are summarised in Table 4.
According to the three results, OGV 2, which flew in hot and
humid climates, shows the lowest water contents by titration.

Discussion
The microscopic observations highlight differences between
the upper and lower sides (Figure 2). Damage is more intense
on the lower side than on the upper side. This difference
could be due to the pressure and velocity differences along
the OGV NACA airfoil (75; 76; 77; 78). On the OGVs
in this paper, the carbon fibres, cracked in some areas, are
exposed. Although they are susceptible to be more in contact
with water, these more attacked areas also contain the lowest
water content. They also correspond to the areas with greater
air flow and, therefore, higher pressures and temperatures.

Two hypotheses can be made. The lower water content
observed in these areas could suggest that the turbulent
air flow at high temperature and high pressure during
flight would have a drying effect greater than the moisture-
absorbing effect of the material. However, these observations
do not coincide with the water contents of OGV 3 and
4. The other hypothesis is that the air flow, and particles
and water drops it carries away have an abrasive effect on
the OGV surfaces. Several authors have demonstrated the
erosive effect of dust and pollution particles or water drops
sent at high speed on composite materials (79; 80; 81; 82).
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Figure 11. Water contents in the 6 cross-sections of an OGV 3 blade.
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Figure 12. Water contents in the 6 cross-sections of an OGV 4 blade.

Table 4. Water content (in %) of OGV 2, 3 and 4 (Karl Fischer standard titration).

Name FRP surface (titration) Foam (titration)

OGV 2 0.29 – 0.72 0.24 – 0.45
OGV 3 0.21 – 1.16 0.22 – 0.97
OGV 4 0.35 – 0.88 0.28 – 0.72

The OGV 2 matrices, which are more brittle due to the hot
and humid ageing in which they evolve, as stipulated by
the drop in Tg and the microscopic observations, could be
eroded more easily by this turbulent and hot air flow. Indeed,
they have been subjected to chain scissions by hydrolysis or
oxidation during ageing, as observed on the FTIR spectra.
The crack propagation already present on the surface can be
accelerated by thermo-oxidation (83). The resin content on
the surface would then be strongly reduced, which could also
impact the water content measurement. Indeed, comparing
the upper sides to the lower sides of the OGV 2 in Figure 10,
it appears that the upper sides, less damaged, coincide with

areas with higher water content shown on Figure 9. When
comparing with OGV 3 and 4, it can be seen that they have
experienced less erosion than the OGV 2 blades. They may
have lost less resin, which could explain their higher water
content than OGV 2.

Additional data could have supported the study. Depend-
ing on the placement of the OGV on the engine crown, the
ambient humidity is susceptible to change. The parts located
at 6 o’clock on the crown, i.e. those furthest south, are
subject to the gravity fall of water drops and their stagnation.
Therefore, these parts may have been in repeated contact
with water due to their position in the engine. Furthermore,
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several authors have shown that, depending on the blades’
angle of attack and their shape, the contours of static pressure
and the contours of velocity magnitude around the NACA
airfoil evolve (84; 85). Depending on its position and angle,
these pressure differences along the blade should impact the
air flows and damage caused.

Conclusion
In this paper, different methods of water content measure-
ment by Karl Fischer titration are used and compared. These
methods show advantages and disadvantages. The standard
coulometric Karl Fischer titration method provides results in
a short test time (about 20 min) and thus allows the treatment
of a large sample number in an automated and fast way.
However, this method does not seem to be able to remove
all the water from samples of composite materials. It is
possible that some bound water still remains, which requires
a higher temperature to be released, with a degradation risk
for the samples. Nevertheless, it is possible with this method
to determine the presence of water concentration gradients
within a part. The grinding method allows more water to
be removed than the standard method in the same amount
of time. However, it may be inaccurate due to the heating
that grinding the sample produces. A volumetric rather than
coulometric titration could have addressed this water loss
problem. The chemical extraction method is the Karl Fischer
titration method used in this paper, which provides the
highest water contents. It could be closest to reality without
introducing heating and thermal degradation to the sample.
On the other hand, the test is much longer, almost 5 days. It
is, therefore, unappropriate to quickly process a large number
of samples, like in this test campaign of 96 samples per blade.

The standard Karl Fischer titration was used on 3 Outlet
Guide Vanes blades to determine variations in water content
and water gradient concerning the climate of the OGV flight
service life areas. Although the water content measurement
is not complete, the OGV in the study can be compared
with each other, and concentration gradients appear along
the blades. No OGV reached water saturation. Various
observations were made, including that the water contents
of OGV 2, which operated in a hot and humid climate,
were the lowest, with water contents between 0.29 and
0.75 % for the FRP surface. Because of these results and
in a context of natural ageing where many phenomena are
coupled, combining these water content measurements with
other characterisation tests is necessary. The observation of
significant matrix erosion, fibre exposure and cracking on the
surface, and the drop in Tg by around 23.5 ◦C, confirms that
OGV 2 has suffered the most degradation. Environmental
effects, heat peaks and air flows more easily eroded the
weakened resin. The lack of resin could therefore explain
these low water content measurements. It would then be
interesting to couple the mapping obtained by Karl Fisher
titration to a fluid mechanics analysis for this type of OGV
and aircraft engine.
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